1. Introduction. E. Hille [4] and [5, p. 312] proved that for a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a Banach space X into itself, { T(t) ; 0 = t < °o }, the relation (1.3) wL(8;T(-)f)={sup\\T(t)f-T(s)f\\;\t-s\ <5,0^t,s<L}.
Butzer and Berens [2, p. 20 ] mentioned that the question whether (1.2) remains valid if we substitute 7, 7>|, in place of 3 remained undecided. The question will be answered here positively for y<%, negatively for y> J and will remain open for 7 = §.
2. An estimate for the first exponential formula. To state our main result we have to define the modulus of continuity of 7X0/ at to, to^O, by: (2.1) W*(S; T(-)f, t0) = {sup||7X0/ -r(/0)/||, | / -<o| < 8, 0 è /}. Since wL(ô; T(-)f)^sup{w*(8; T(-)f, t); 0 = ¿, t + 5<L} we have: for 0<7j<2f-l as x-><» ( §<f< §). Substitute x = tMT/r and x*<ti-1/2 where the latter is valid if 2/f A7Tf <tt-1+í" which will be satisfied for small enough r if we choose f such that for a fixed e, é>0, and 1-y-e>£ we have f^l-7-«, (there exists such a f satisfying also 5<£< §)• Therefore (2.5) h g Jkf||/[|e'(M-1'ifie-r~'' 0 < r, < min(l/3, 1 -27).
(The elimination of the e and the constant in the exponent is taken care of by the strict inequality 0<i;<min(|, 1-27).) I2 can be estimated similarly. Butzer's result [2, p. 21 ] followed by the above result shows that under an additional requirement on the modulus of continuity estimations (2.2) and (2.3), with 7 = J are valid. We shall show now by a counterexample that in general one would not be able to obtain (2.3) with7>f 
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However the connection between the modulus of continuity at different points does not nullify the usefulness of the local approach as the following example will show. Let X he the bounded uniformly continuous function with the sup norm on (0, »), T(t)f(x) =f(x+t).
Choose <pix) = 0, Oáxál; 0(x) = |*-l|V", 1<ï^2; <p(x) = 3-x, 2<x = 3; and <p(x) = 0, x>3. Obviously for fgl, w*(5, 7(-)tf>, t) S1'2 while for f£2, w*(5, T(-)tp, t)^d.
